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Douglas Dynamics, Inc. 

Home to the most trusted brands in the industry
Douglas Dynamics is North America’s premier manufacturer 

and upfitter of commercial vehicle attachments and 
equipment. 
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Douglas Dynamics, Inc.

• Over 70 years in business
• NYSE listed PLOW
• Approx. 1800 Employees
• 6 Manufacturing Facilities
• 14 Installation Facilities
• 1 China Sourcing and Development Office
• Approx. 2100 Dealer POS World Wide
• Products sold in 26 Countries
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Douglas Dynamics, Inc.
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Risk Management

• Why risk management?
• The good and the bad
• What are our customers expectations
• Our journey
• Supply chain tools
• Use of electronic solutions
• Resilience grows from proactive risk management
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What is “Supply Chain Risk”

• No singular definition
• Each organization must define on its own

• At Douglas, we define supply chain risk as:

Any event, occurrence or action which exposes our
Company to the probability of disruption in material or services.
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Risk Management
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The Good

• Proactive management—identify and mitigate before events
• Reduce the financial/operational impacts of an event
• Better understand risk as part of best total cost
• Can make the difference to profitability and survival
• Reinforces value that supply chain brings to the company
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The Bad

• Impacts bottom line, reputation, market valuation and 
shareholder value

• Resources
– Have to make the commitment
– Needs senior leadership engagement

• Supply chains are becoming more complex
• Even “C” class items can create havoc
• Doing nothing will be more expensive
• Often falls to bottom of priorities
• Risk is not eliminated
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Solutions

“Leaders think and talk about the 
solutions.  Followers think and talk 
about the problems.”

Brian Tracy
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Our Customer Expectations

• Yesterday
– On-Time Delivery As Promised
– Amazon Model

• Perfect
– Top Quality and Durability
– Consistent

• “Free”
– If we execute first two,  we provide value
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Risk Management

• Most common approach is a multi-supplier strategy

• Cost of switching suppliers is still significant

• Time is of the essence

• Supply chains often are one issue away from major 
disruption

• Rate of natural disasters has more than quadrupled since 
1970 to over 400 per year

• A.T. Kearney survey identifies only 7% as leaders; 93% have 
done nothing more than ad hoc reviews

Source:  A.T. Kearney “managing Supply Risk:  Are You Prepared for a Black Swan Event?, 2018
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Risk Management

• Goals are moving from savings toward strategic value
• Only 34% of companies realize benefit of risk management
• Traditionally organizations have relied on traditional credit 

scores and the supplier themselves
• Risk management tools pull relevant high quality data from 

multiple external resources
• Questions:  “Where and Why are we at risk?”

“How great is the impact?”
“How likely is it to happen?”

Source:  Risk:  The Next Opportunity for Procurement to Extend Its Value, The Hackett Group, Nov. 2017
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Our Journey

• Move from tactical to strategic sourcing
• Prioritize risk—not all the same
• Rationalize our supply base
– Fewer relationships to manage
– Total cost improvements
– 80/20 risk opportunities

• Limit new supplier additions
– Qualify before adding

• Implement score card process
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Our Journey

• Drive quality improvements
– Engineering support on specifications
– Audit process
– Implement PPAP process

• BOBs vs WOWs
• Support from top management across enterprise
• Integrate risk management into our Supplier Excellence 

process
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Supplier Assessment

Quality Systems 1 2 3 4 Supplier 
Rating

DD 
Rating

Gap 
Priority Notes

G.01

Quality Systems/Procedures
- What policies or manual 
defines your quality system? 

* The company has little 
or no formal documented 
Quality system or 
procedures.  
* There is no evidence to 
demonstrate that the 
quality policy, manual or 
procedures are reviewed 
or communicated.

* The company has 
outlined a Quality 
approach/manual with 
documented systems and 
procedures in a limited 
number of areas
* There are plans to 
review each major area of 
the business to implant 
quality systems within a 
defined time span.

* There is evidence of an 
approval process for 
revisions to procedures, 
manuals and the quality 
policy, however there is 
evidence that this review 
system is not fully 
implemented.
* Company is ISO 
certified

* The company has 
policies, systems and 
manuals relating to 
quality 

- appropriate for the 
business

- well defined and 
documented
* All quality systems and 
procedures are in-line 
with policy, adhered to 
and up-to-date. 
* The quality manual, 
policy and revisions are 
approved, and reviewed 
routinely.
* The company is ISO 
and TS Certified

G.02

Document/Record Control
- What is your method of 
control over documents, 
software, Measurement &Test 
Equipment and fixtures for 
product? 
- How are items designated as 
“controlled”? 

* No procedures exist to 
address document 
control.

* The company can show 
a document control 
procedure exists but 
examples are found of 
uncontrolled or outdated 
documentation, 
fixtures/jigs, etc.

* The company can show 
a document control 
procedure exists and NO 
examples are found of 
uncontrolled or outdated 
documentation, 
fixtures/jigs, etc.

* The company can 
demonstrate strong 
control over documents, 
software, 
measurement/test 
equipment, and 
fixtures/jigs.
* Items are marked with 
revision control 
identification.

G.03

Control Plans  
- Do you use Control Plans to 
describe the systems in use for 
controlling parts and 
processes? 

* There is no evidence of 
the use of control plans 
for parts.

* Control Plans for parts 
may be required by some 
customers, but it is not a 
corporate practice.  

* Control Plans are used 
for parts may not be 
current or always 
correspond to the correct 
document revision.

* Control Plans for parts 
are complete and up-to-
date.  
* They show all quality 
checks performed at all 
operations and 
correspond to the correct 
document revision
* Use of control plans for 
parts is a corporate 
practice for all customers.

G.04

Non-Conformance Material 
Handling System
- Do you have a 
Nonconforming Material 
Handling procedure? 
- How is NCM identified and 
quarantined?  

* There is no documented 
system for managing 
non-conformance or 
rework of non-conforming 
product.

* There is a non-
conformance material 
system, but may not be 
fully utilized.  
* There is evidence of 
non-conformance not 
being managed through 
the required process
* Not all employees 
understand and follow the 
procedure.  
* There is not a clear 
method to identify non-
conforming material.

* There is a non-
conformance material 
system, which is clearly 
defined, documented and 
up-to-date.  
* There is evidence of 
non-conformance not 
being managed through 
the required process
* Not all employees 
understand and follow the 
procedure.  
* There is a limited 
method to segregate 
parts, but is not in a 
Secured Area.
* Non-conforming 
material is clearly 
identified.

* There is a clearly 
defined non-conformance 
material handling 
procedure.
* Employees understand 
and follow the procedure.
* All non-conformance 
systems are adhered to.
* Documentation is 
complete and up to date.  
Evidence that all 
nonconforming product is 
segregated in a Secured 
Area to prevent 
inadvertent use
* Non-conforming 
material is clearly 
identified.
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Supplier Assessment

G.43

Development and Training of 
Employees
- Do you have a structured approach 
to training? 
- Do you maintain records of training 
completion and requirements?

* No formal training system or 
employee development plan.
* Employees not cross-trained.

* Basic formal training system 
or employee development 
plan.
* Employees not cross-trained.

* Proactive human resource 
planning at the business level.  
* Limited documentation of 
formal training based upon 
needs assessment or 
requirements.
* Employees in process of 
being cross-trained.

* HR policy drives training and 
development of all employees. 
* Training process and 
curriculum based upon needs 
assessment and career 
development with employee 
input.  
* All training and development 
planning is documented in 
employee folder or secure 
database.
* Formal cross-training 
program.

G.44

Supply Chain Interface
- Supplier's Warranty Philosophy 
meets Douglas Dynamics 
Requirements
- Supplier's Terms & Conditions 
meets Douglas Dynamics 
Requirements

* Supplier's Terms & 
Conditions, Warranty 
philosophy not close to being 
in compliance with Douglas 
Dynamics requirements.

* Supplier partially compiles 
with Douglas Dynamics's 
Terms & Conditions and 
Warranty philosophy.

* Supplier mostly compiles with 
Douglas Dynamics's Terms & 
Conditions and Warranty 
philosophy.

* Supplier exhibits Terms & 
Conditions, Warranty 
philosophy in compliance with 
Douglas Dynamics 
requirements.

G.45

Disaster Recovery/Contingency 
Planning
- Do you have a disaster recovery 
plan detailing the steps that would be 
initiated in the event of a catastrophic 
building, equipment failure or natural 
disaster? 
- Can we review it?

*  No “Disaster Recovery Plan” 
in place for plant and 
equipment.

*  Limited “Disaster Recovery 
Plan” in place for plant and 
equipment.

*  Formal “Disaster Recovery 
Plan” in place for data and 
product/service availability.
*  Covers critical functional 
areas only.

*  Comprehensive  “Disaster 
Prevention/Recovery Plan” in 
place for data, plant, 
equipment and product/service 
availability.  
*  Covers all business aspects 
and all customers. 

SECTION TOTAL SCORE

SUMMARIES:
Supplier 
Rating DD Rating

Gap 
Priority

Section: Quality Systems SECTION TOTAL SCORE

Section: Delivery & Customer Service SECTION TOTAL SCORE

Section: Total Cost of Procurement SECTION TOTAL SCORE

Section: Design Control & Product Development SECTION TOTAL SCORE

Section: Manufacturing Review SECTION TOTAL SCORE

Section: Business Performance & Management SECTION TOTAL SCORE

TOTAL

GSS-F-006.3
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Supplier Performance Metrics (SPM)
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Supplier Segmentation
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Supplier Segmentation

Commodity Strategies/Leading Practice Strategic Strategies/Leading Practice

Part family sourcing/consolidate spend Target suppliers for direct negotiations

Use the best and leave the rest Invest in Relationships/joint ventures

Pool Volume across business units Long term agreements

Combine volume from different commodities Shared risk/revenue

Leverage competition/competitively bid agreements Improve specifications

Cost benchmarking/total cost comparisons High level executive involvement

Supplier Managed Inventory/added value services Commodity Team activity

Reduce transactional costs Analyze core competencies for mutual advantage

Implement long term agreements Examine strategic make vs. buy

Develop alliances among purchasers Adjust the degree of vertical integration

Create market entry alliances

Early supplier involvement in new product

Standard Strategies/Leading Practice Key Strategies/Leading Practice

Minimize transaction Costs Supplier specific strategies

Drive down the number of suppliers Need these suppliers, most are difficult to deal with

Consolidate spend Optimize supply chain costs

Pool Volume across business units Improve specifications/rationalize&standardize parts

Combine volume from different commodities Develop contingency plans/strategic safety stock

Leverage competition/competitively bid agreements High priority research for lower risk

Aggressive negotiation Maintain in-depth market, technical, & supplier research

Maintain awareness of substitutes/market developments Restrict additional work into suppliers

Consortium/cooperative buying Develop long-term contracts/agreements

Compare total cost

Utilize supplier managed inventory
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Commodity Strategies

Formal Annual Commodity Plan
• Three Year Strategic Plan
• Spend Data Analytics
• Current Year Actions
• Supplier Matrix
• Commodity Road Map
• Market Information

• Total Cost Build
• Commodity History
• DSO Strategy
• Risk Management Strategy
• Competitive Profile
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Quality Audits

Douglas Dynamics (China)Supplier QSA checklist
Company :
Factory Location : 
��	������������������
Audit Date : 12/19/2017

Auditor : Strong Li

0%

100%

Quality Management 

Systems�

Product …

Change Management

����

Purchasing and Sub-

Supplier …

Employee Training 

and Readiness�
Quality Information

����
Facilities, 

Maintenance, …

Material Control

	���

Lean Manufacturing�

Problem Solving

��


Capacity Planning & 

Order Management�
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Results

• Reduced supply base by 51%
• Reduced lead times by 64%
• Improved quality by 27%
• Increased annual cost reductions by  53%
• SOWs, templates and process for new acquisitions 
• Formal commodity plans driving sourcing strategy to support 

the business needs
• Strategic level,  formal supply agreements help identify and 

manage risk
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Risk Management
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Risk Matrix

Risk How Managed

Bankruptcy Relations, RM
Capacity Commodity Strategy
Corruption Code of Conduct
Counterfeit Parts Quality Audits
Currency Supply Agreement
Digital IT Policy, firewalls
Energy TBD
Environmental RM
Financial D&B
Geopolitical RM
Intellectual Property NDA
Key Management Relations
KPI Performance SPM
Logistics Freight Forwarder
Natural Disasters RM
Ownership Change RM
Quality SPM, SCAR, PPAP
Risk Plan Supplier audit
Single Source Suppliers Move to dual sourced
Supply Chain Tier II Commodity Strategy
Supply Chain Tier III Commodity Strategy
Tariffs Dual sourced
Terrorism RM
Tooling Tool Audit, Bailment Agr
Transportation Logisitics Plan
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e-Tools

• Risk categories that we were not covering
• Limited resources to  go deeper
• Expensive to develop supplier portal
• Provide an accessible opportunity to map and“visualize” our 

supply chain
• Experience has been issues were at Tier 2 or 3 level
• Needed tools to support our growth
• Access to relevant data from multiple external sources
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risk methods
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risk methods
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risk methods

• Alerts providing information we often don’t receive in a 
timely or comprehensive way

• Tools are easy to use, implement and manage
• Ability to link DDI tools for “one stop” reference
• Looking to add customers to tool
• Leverage additional risk methods tools
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Risk Management

• There are good and bad elements to risk management
– Won’t be perfect, but invest resources

• Customer expectations are increasing
• Tools integrated into your supply chain process
– Has to be integrated into how you do business, not a 

secondary or stand alone activity
• Utilize e-tools to cover more effectively
– Data rich environment, solutions timely

• Build a resilient supply chain proactively
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Thank You!!!


